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Pool LED lights

Besides the SPECTRAVISION PAR56 lights in synthetic material and the replacement
bulbs with a ultra flat design, we are proud to present you the following complete lights:

Spectravision MOONLIGHT

The new SPECTRAVISION Moonlight is very thin and does not need a niche. This ultra flat
pool and spa light is extremely power efficient and has a bulb life of 50.000 hours.
There’s a colour and a white version. The 16 modes of colours are controlled by the on/of
switch or can be served by a remote control.
They can be installed with threaded sleeve and tightening nut or in a standard wall
conduit (concrete pools). The 12V AC bulb can work with a normal or existing
transformer.

Colour lights Range Power LEDs Lumen Reference
Spectravision 400 35W 324 LEDs 627 lm PLS400
Spectravision 700 50W 531 LEDs 1028 lm PLS700
Remote for Spectravision PLREM
Remote trafo for
Spectravision

PLREM200

White lights Range Power LEDs Lumen Reference
White 400 35W 324 LEDs 1766 lm PLW400
White 700 50W 531 LEDs 2921 lm PLW700
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Spectravision ADAGIO

The new patented ADAGIO pool light includes the popular SPECTRAVISION LED
technology.
Together with Philips, the industry leader in LED technology, this light has been
developed to produce industry leading high light output: the colour model gives more
than 3500 lm, the white version disperses more than 8000 lm.
The ADAGIO pool light is amazingly thin, it does not need a niche and is available in two
sizes. It can be mounted in a standard inlet fitting. 12 modes of colours are controlled by
the remote control or control box.
The colour light can also give white light in 3 tones (warm white, neutral white or sun
white).
This ultra flat pool and spa light needs to be connected to the powerbox and is extremely
power efficient, it has a bulb life of 50.000 hours.

Colour lights Range Power Diameter Lumen Reference
Spectravision 600 65W 12 cm 1192 lm PLS600
Spectravision 1200 100W 21 cm 1788 lm PLS1200
Spectravision 2400 200W 21 cm 3576 lm PLS2400
Powerbox 200W For 2 x PLS600

or 2 x PLS1200
or 1 x PLS2400

PLX1200

Remote control module
for powerbox

PLXREM

White lights Range Power Diameter Lumen Reference
White 600 65W 12 cm 2688 lm PLW600
White 1200 100W 21 cm 4032 lm PLW1200
White 2400 200W 21 cm 8064 lm PLW2400
Powerbox 200W For 2 x PLW600

or 2 x PLW1200
or 1 x PLW2400

PLX1200
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New Heat pump ECO 2010

This new compact design heat pump is amazingly easy to install, use and maintain by the
end customer.
The pump has full flow and no bypass is required which makes it extremely efficient.
3 models have been developed for smaller and above ground pools up to 45 m3 (3, 6
and 10 kw). Prices are very competitive.


